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Abstract

This work gives a detailed derivation of the non-retarded dyadic Green's tensor associated with surfaces in the quasi-

static approximation. The derivation is made from a rigorous model where the dyadic is expressed as Sommerfeld

integrals. We then assess the domain where this approximation can be used for scattering calculations on surfaces by

comparing rigorous and non-retarded solutions. Implications of this work for scattering calculations in near-®eld optics

are ®nally discussed. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 42.25.Gy; 42.25.Bs; 42.25.Fx; 42.68.Mj; 02.60.Cb

1. Introduction

Many scattering problems are successfully an-
alyzed using Green's tensor technique, also known
as coupled-dipole approximation (CDA) or dis-
crete-dipole approximation (DDA). These prob-
lems range from scattering by interstellar dust to
the optical properties of metallic spheres in sus-
pension [1±5].

The core of this technique is the Fredholm
equation of second kind for the electric ®eld E�r�
scattered by the three-dimensional (3D) scatterer
of relative permittivity e�r� illuminated with the
incident ®eld E0�r�:

E�r� � E0�r� �
Z

V
dr0G�r; r0� � k2

0 De�r0�E�r0� ; �1�

where G�r; r0� is the Green's tensor associated with
the background where the scatterer is placed and
k0, the vacuum wave number. Throughout the
paper, we assume time harmonic ®elds with an
exp�ÿixt� dependence.

Eq. (1) is not limited to scattering by objects in
in®nite homogeneous space, but can also handle
scatterers placed on a surface or embedded in a
strati®ed background, as depicted in Fig. 1. In this
case, Green's tensor G�r; r0� must account for this
complex background and the dielectric contrast
between the scatterer and the surrounding medium
depends on the location of the scatterer:
De�r� � e�r� ÿ e2 when it is in the upper layer and
De�r� � e�r� ÿ e1 when it is con®ned to the lower
layer (throughout the paper, we assume non-
magnetic backgrounds: l � l0).
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An analytic expression for the Green's tensor
associated with a strati®ed medium does not exist
and this dyadic must be computed numerically by
means of Sommerfeld integrals [6±8]. However,
when the scattering system is very small compared
to the illumination wavelength, it should be pos-
sible to use a quasi-static formulation of the
problem to simplify the computation.

The objective of this paper is to derive such a
quasi-static formulation, and to assess its validity
domain for practical scattering calculations. The
formalism is developed in Section 2, where we ®rst
recall the computation of the Green's tensor for a
strati®ed medium using Sommerfeld integrals and
then derive the corresponding quasi-static expres-
sions. We then compare in Section 3 this quasi-
static approximation to the exact solution. In
Section 3 we also analyze a global scattering
problem using the quasi-static model. We make
some concluding remarks in Section 4.

2. Theory

2.1. Green's tensor for a multilayered system

The type of structure that we consider in this
article, namely a scatterer embedded in a two-layer

system (Fig. 1), is a particular case of a multilay-
ered medium. Therefore, we ®rst discuss the gen-
eral form of the Green's tensor for a multilayer
structure; it is then an easy task to ®nd the cor-
responding expressions for our two-layer struc-
ture.

An e�cient way to evaluate the electromagnetic
®elds in a strati®ed medium made up of N layers is
to work in the spectral domain using the Hankel
transform pair [7]:

~g�kq� �
Z 1

0

J0�kqq�g�q�qdq; �2a�

g�q� �
Z 1

0

J0�kqq� ~g�kq�kq dkq ; �2b�

where we use a ``tilde'' for the spectral domain. In
this equation, J0 is the zeroth-order Bessel func-
tion, q �

��������������
x2 � y2

p
, the transverse spatial coordi-

nate and kq � �k2
x � k2

y �1=2
, the corresponding

spectral coordinate.
In the spectral domain, it is always possible to

obtain analytical expressions for the normal
components of the electric and magnetic ®elds ~GE

za,
~GH

za �a � x; y; z� and then derive all the other elec-
tromagnetic ®eld components from them. Indeed,
for each sourceless layer i of the strati®ed medium,
the normal component of the electromagnetic ®eld
wi is a solution of Helmholtz equation

�r2 � k2
i �wi � 0 ; �3�

its transform ~wi being therefore a solution of the
ordinary di�erential equation

�d2=dz2 ÿ u2
i � ~wi � 0 ; �4�

where ui � �k2
q ÿ k2

i �1=2
is the normal propagation

constant. A general solution of Eq. (4) can be
written as

~wi � ai cosh�uiz� � bi sinh�uiz� ; �5�
where ai and bi are unknown complex coe�cients.
For the layer e including the source, a particular
solution of the form ce exp�ÿuejzÿ z0j� must be
added to the general solution (5).

The coe�cient ce depends on the source posi-
tion and orientation, and on the ®eld component
to be evaluated. Expressions for ce can be found in
Ref. [9]. Note that they should be divided by ÿixl

Fig. 1. Typical scattering problem considered in this work: the

scatterer e�r� is deposited on, or embedded inside a surface of

permittivity e1 and illuminated with an incident ®eld E0�r�:
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in order to agree with the notation used in the
present paper. The 2N unknowns ai, and bi are
determined by enforcing the boundary conditions
at each interface and by taking into account the
Sommerfeld radiation condition, which states that
the ®eld originating at the source point must
vanish for z! �1: Further, the values of ui must
be chosen in the fourth quadrant of the complex
plane [10].

Let us apply this formalism to our two-layer
system (Fig. 1). For brevity, we will only discuss in
detail the case z P 0, and z0 < 0, i.e., when the
source is in the lower medium e1 and the observer
in the upper medium e2. The results for other
source±observer con®gurations are given in Ap-
pendix A. The spectral components of the vertical
electric ®eld reads

~GE
za � 2CE

a

u1e1

u2 e1 � u1 e2

eÿu2zeu1z0 ; a � x; y; z �6�

with CE
x � ÿikx=�4pk2

1�, CE
y � ÿiky=�4pk2

1� and
CE

z � k2
q=�4pk2

1u1�. The normal components of the
magnetic ®eld have a similar form as Eq. (6), with e
replaced by l and CE

a substituted by CH
a , with

CH
x � ky=�4pxl0u1�, CH

y � ÿkx=�4pxl0u1� and
CH

z � 0.
The transverse components of the dyadic

Green's tensor can then be derived from the two
vertical components ~GE

za and ~GH
za and from their

normal derivatives o ~GE
za=oz and o ~GH

za=oz. This leads
to

~Gxa � 1

k2
q

ikx
o ~GE

za

oz

 
ÿ ky xl0

~GH
za

!
; a � x; y; z; �7�

~Gya � 1

k2
q

iky
o ~GE

za

oz

 
� kx xl0

~GH
za

!
; a � x; y; z: �8�

Note that Eqs. (7) and (8) are valid for any source±
observer con®guration. Similarly, we have an an-
alytical expression for each spectral component of
the electric ®eld Green's tensor.

2.2. Sommerfeld integrals

To obtain the Green's tensor components in the
space domain, as required by Eq. (1), we apply the
inverse transform equation (2b). Unfortunately,

no analytical expression corresponding to Eq. (6)
can be found in the space domain and the ®elds
must be computed numerically. The di�culties
associated with such a numerical integration have
been detailed by several authors [11,9]. The tradi-
tional integration path is the real axis of the
complex spectral plane [12,13]. The imaginary axis
can also be used to perform the numerical inte-
gration if one uses Hankel functions instead of
Bessel functions [14]. In both the cases, the pole
contributions are taken into account using the
theory of residue. Another possibility is to select a
path that avoids all the poles as proposed in
Ref. [15]. Such a technique is particularly e�-
cient when the structure is made up of many di-
electric layers, rendering the search for the poles
di�cult.

The electric ®eld Green's tensor associated with
an x-oriented electric dipole is then given by

GE
xx � ÿ

cos�2u�
q

Z 1

0

J1�kqq� i

kx

o ~GE
zx

oz

"
� xl0

ky

~GH
zx

#
dkq

�
Z 1

0

J0�kqq�kq cos2�u� i

kx

o ~GE
zx

oz

"

ÿ sin2�u�xl0

ky

~GH
zx

�
dkq; �9a�

GE
yx � ÿ

sin�2u�
q

Z 1

0

J1�kqq� i

kx

o ~GE
zx

oz

"
� xl0

ky

~GH
zx

#
dkq

� sin�2u�
2

Z 1

0

J0�kqq�kq

� i

kx

o ~GE
zx

oz

"
� xl0

ky

~GH
zx

#
dkq; �9b�

GE
zx � cos u

Z 1

0

J1�kqq�k2
q

i

kx

~GE
zx dkq: �9c�

Expressions for ~GE
ay with a � x, y, z, i.e, the com-

ponents of the electric ®eld Green's tensor associ-
ated with an y-oriented electric source can be
readily obtained from Eq. (9a)±(9c) by replacing
u with uÿ p=2.

Finally, for a vertical electric source, the com-
ponents of Green's tensor are
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GE
xz � ÿ cos u

Z 1

0

J1�kqq� o ~GE
zz

oz
dkq ; �10a�

GE
yz � ÿ sin u

Z 1

0

J1�kqq� o ~GE
zz

oz
dkq ; �10b�

GE
zz �

Z 1

0

J0�kqq�kq
~GE

zz dkq: �10c�

Sommerfeld integrals (9a)±(9c) and (10a)±(10c)
have been implemented numerically and will be
used as reference values in Section 3, since they
proceed from a rigorous model.

2.3. Quasi-static approximation

The quasi-static approximation can be very
useful for studying phenomena involving small
scatterers. Indeed, the ®elds at short distances
from a source are always quasi-static and can be
evaluated by neglecting retardation, i.e., by for-
mally setting c � 1 in Maxwell's equations.

The quasi-static approximation arises from a
systematic expansion of Maxwell's equations in
power of cÿ1 as explained in Ref. [16]. In our case,
we can ®nd the quasi-static Green's tensor in the
vicinity of a dielectric surface by doing the quasi-
static limit in the spectral domain: kq !1. Som-
merfeld integrals (9a)±(9c) and (10a)±(10c) then
take a simple form and can be solved analytically.

Let us illustrate this procedure by considering
again the case z P 0 and z0 < 0. Introducing Eq.
(6) into Eq. (10c) and setting kq !1, we obtain

�GE
zz �

2e2

4pk2
2 �e1 � e2�

Z 1

0

J0�kqq�k2
q eÿkq �zÿz0� dkq ;

�11�
where we use an asterisk for the quasi-static ap-
proximation of GE

zz. The integral in Eq. (11) can be
solved using a generalization of the Lipschitz in-
tegral [17]. This leads to

�GE
zz �

2e2

4pk2
2�e1 � e2�

ÿ1

r3

"
� 3�zÿ z0�2

r5

#

� 2e2

e1 � e2

�G2
zz ; �12�

where r � �q2 � �zÿ z0�2�1=2
and �G2

zz is simply the
z-component of the electric ®eld produced by a z-

oriented dipole located in an in®nite homogeneous
medium of permittivity e2. The quasi-static ex-
pression for each component of the electric ®eld
Green's tensor can be deduced from Eqs. (9a)±(9c)
and (10a)±(10c). The surface Green's tensor has
the form

�G�r; r0� � 2 e2

e1 � e2

�G2�r; r0� ; �13�

where

�G2�r; r0� � ÿ1

k2
2r2

1

�
� 3

k2
2r4

RR

�
1

4pr
: �14�

For a source located under the surface, the quasi-
static ®eld above the surface is therefore given by
the ®eld associated with an in®nite homogeneous
medium weighted with a coe�cient including the
permittivity parameters of each layer.

For z P 0 and z0P 0 (Fig. 2), the surface
Green's tensor for the quasi-static case �G�r; r0� is
given by

�G�r; r0� � �G2�r; r0� � e1 ÿ e2

e1 � e2

�G2�r; r00�; �15�

where �G2�r; r0� is the quasi-static Green's tensor
for an in®nite homogeneous medium of permit-
tivity e2. Note that �G2�r; r00� takes into account the
e�ect of an image source placed at r00 (Fig. 2). In
Eq. (15), the minus sign and the plus sign refer to

Fig. 2. Image location used for the quasi-static approximation.
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horizontal (x-, y-directed) and vertical (z-directed)
sources, respectively.

For z < 0 and z0 < 0, the surface Green's tensor
is given by

�G�r; r0� � �G1�r; r0� � e1 ÿ e2

e1 � e2

�G1�r; r00�; �16�

where �G1�r; r0� is the Green's tensor for an in®nite
homogeneous medium of permittivity e1. In this
case, the plus sign and the minus sign are associ-
ated with horizontal and vertical sources, respec-
tively.

Finally for z < 0 and z0P 0, the surface Green's
tensor has the form

�G�r; r0� � 2 e1

e1 � e2

�G1�r; r0�: �17�

So, we have formally deduced the quasi-static
approximation for the Green's tensor from a dy-
namic rigorous model expressed through Som-
merfeld integrals. It is quite striking that our
results are similar to that obtained by the image
method.

3. Discussion

In this section, we study and discuss the validity
domain and limitations of the non-retarded
Green's tensor. First, we compare the non-re-
tarded and retarded Green's tensors associated
with a two-layer medium, for various surface
permittivities and frequencies. Second, we use a
series of practical scattering calculations to discuss
the in¯uence of retardation.

3.1. Retarded and non-retarded Green's tensors

For each de®nition, the quasi-static approxi-
mation is valid at small distances from the source,
compared to the wavelength of emitted radiation.
However, how small this distance should be to
warrant the use of the quasi-static approximation
is an open question. In order to quantify the va-
lidity region of this approximation, we compare
the exact solutions for the electric ®eld Green's
tensor (evaluated from Sommerfeld integrals (9a)±

(9c) and (10a)±(10c)) with the corresponding
quasi-static approximations.

We consider a two-layer medium with an elec-
tric dipole inside the lower layer e1 � 4, located at
25 nm below the interface (Fig. 3). The permit-
tivity e2 of the upper layer is 1. We compute the
Green's tensor components along the z-axis, from
ÿ150 nm below the interface to 150 nm above, at a
short transverse distance q � 0:01k0. In Fig. 4(a)
and (b), we show the xx- and zx-components of
the Green's tensor for the two di�erent wave-
lengths k0 � 1000 and 500 nm. For each wave-
length, a vertical dashed line is placed on either
side of the source at an optical distance of 0:1 k
from the source (note that the e�ective wavelength
is di�erent in both media; therefore, the physical
distances are di�erent).

Up to an optical distance of 0:1 k from the
source, we observe a very good agreement between
the exact and quasi-static curves. Moreover, the
deviation of the quasi-static result from the exact
solution has the same order of magnitude for two
optically equidistant points. This can be observed
in Fig. 4(a), considering, for instance, the two ®eld

Fig. 3. Two-layer medium with a source located at 25 nm below

the interface. The ®eld displayed in Figs. 4 and 5 is calculated

along the vertical line indicated in the ®gure.
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points at z ' 62 nm and z ' 25 nm (for k0 � 500
nm), which correspond to the region where the
exact and approximated curves strongly diverge. A
similar behavior is observed for the optically
equidistant points z � ÿ100 and z ' 97 nm for
k0 � 1000 nm.

This behavior is observed for each of the nine
components of the electric ®eld Green's tensor.
Finally, it is quite striking that the discontinuity of
the zx-component does not impinge on the accu-
racy of the quasi-static approximation.

In Fig. 5(a) and (b), we show the xx- and zx-
components of the Green's tensor for two di�erent

values of the dielectric surface, with e1 � 4 and 9.
The illumination wavelength is k0 � 1000 nm. The
study of the curves just con®rms the remarks made
above.

These results clearly demonstrate the validity of
the electrostatic approximation, even in the pres-
ence of surfaces, for source±observation distances
up to a 10th of the e�ective wavelength.

3.2. Analysis of a scattering problem

In the previous section, we have seen that it is
where the Green's tensor values are small that the

Fig. 5. Comparison between the rigorous and the quasi-static

xx- and zx-components of the Green's tensor for the geometry

depicted in Fig. 3. The wavelength is k0 � 1000 nm and two

di�erent lower media are considered: e1 � 4 and e1 � 9, while

the upper medium is kept constant: e2 � 1.

Fig. 4. Comparison between the rigorous and the quasi-static

xx- and zx-components of the Green's tensor for the geometry

depicted in Fig. 3. The lower medium has e1 � 4 and the upper

medium e2 � 1. Two di�erent wavelengths k0 are considered.
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quasi-static and rigorous models strongly diverge.
For instance, we can observe in Fig. 4(a) that there
is about three orders of magnitude between the
maximum value of the function and the value
where the divergence starts. The extent to which
the quasi-static approximation will jeopardize a
practical scattering calculation is not obvious,
since the entire scattering might be dominated by
short distance interaction, where the approxima-
tion is very good. To address this point, we in-
vestigate the case of a ¯at dielectric surface of
permittivity e1 with a protrusion of permittivity e
as shown in Fig. 6. We calculate the total electric
®eld intensity in a plane parallel to the surface,
located just above the protrusion, for various
con®gurations. The main aim of this subsection is
to compare the results obtained from the quasi-
static and rigorous models (the details of the rig-
orous calculation can be found in Ref. [18]). We
will always consider a protrusion of permittivity
e � 2:25, an illumination wavelength in vacuum
k0 � 1000 nm and use a constant discretization
mesh Dx � Dy � Dz � 5 nm.

We ®rst consider a protrusion of small dimen-
sions dx � dy � dz � 20 nm (Fig. 6), illuminated
under evanescent ®eld �h � 240°�. The permittivity
values of the lower and upper medium are
e1 � 2:25 and e2 � 1, respectively.

In Fig. 7, we show the ®eld intensity distribu-
tion 5 nm above the protrusion computed with the
quasi-static approximation. The incident ®eld is p-

polarized. We observe the strong ®eld con®nement
that reproduces the object shape, as discussed in
detail in Ref. [19]. In Fig. 8(a), we show the relative
error between the non-retarded (quasi-static) and
retarded (rigorous) solutions. We can see a very
good agreement between the reference and ap-
proximated values, the error being smaller than
10ÿ5. Away from the scatterer, the error decreases,
since the main contribution to the total ®eld is the
incident ®eld transmitted through the interface, the
scattered ®eld becoming negligible. In Fig. 8(b)
and (c), we show the relative error evaluated in the
same plane for larger dimensions of the protrusion.

Fig. 7. Field intensity distribution 5 nm above a dx � dy �
dz � 20 nm protrusion computed with the quasi-static app-

roximation. The protrusion is deposited on a surface with

permittivity e1 � 2:25. The illumination angle is h � 240°, and

the incident ®eld is p-polarized.

Fig. 6. Flat dielectric surface of permittivity e1 with a protrusion of index e. The structure is illuminated with a p- or s-polarized incident

plane wave.
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As expected, the error increases with the dimen-
sions of the protrusion, but remains very small ±
even for the highest permittivity.

From Fig. 8(d)±(f) we can note that a larger
surface permittivity e1 increases the error (al-
though the protrusion keeps the same permittivity

Fig. 8. Relative error between the quasi-static and rigorous solutions 5 nm above a protrusion �e � 2:25� deposited on a surface. Three

di�erent protrusion dimensions are investigated: (a,d): dx � dy � dz � 20 nm, (b,e): dx � 100 nm, dy � dz � 20 nm, and (c,f):

dx � 500 nm, dy � dz � 20 nm. Two di�erent substrate permittivities are considered: (a)±(c): e1 � 2:25, and (d)±(f): e1 � 4: The il-

lumination angle is h � 240°, and the incident ®eld p-polarized.
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e � 2:25). Then, we then consider an s-polarized
incident ®eld, and present in Fig. 9(a), the ®eld
intensity distribution and in Fig. 9(b), the relative
error between quasi-static and rigorous solutions
for a protrusion of dimensions dx � dy � dz � 20
nm. We can observe in particular that the ®eld
intensity makes the object appear in reversed
contrast as found in Ref. [19]. The relative error is
very small again, the maximum value being less
than 10ÿ6. We have also veri®ed that, as for p-
polarization, the relative error increases with the
dimensions of the protrusion and the permittivity
of the dielectric surface.

We further consider the relative error associated
with the same con®guration under another illu-

mination angle �h � 300°� for two di�erent per-
mittivities of the dielectric surface e1 � 2:25 (Fig.
10(a)) and e1 � 4 (Fig. 10(b)). Relative error in
both cases retains the same order of magnitude as
in the previous case.

Finally, having veri®ed that the near-®eld is
accurately reproduced using the quasi-static ap-
proximation, we were interested in the ®eld further
away from the scatterer. In Fig. 11, we report the
®eld intensity and the relative error above the
center of the protrusion, as a function of the dis-
tance. Note the stationary wave created by the
interference of the incident and re¯ected ®elds and
the rapid decrease of the error with the distance is
to be noted.

Fig. 9. (a) Field intensity distribution computed with the quasi-

static approximation and (b) relative error between quasi-static

and rigorous solutions computed 5 nm above a e � 2:25,

dx � dy � dz � 20 nm protrusion deposited on a surface with

permittivity e1 � 2:25. The illumination angle is h � 240°, and

the incident ®eld s-polarized.

Fig. 10. Relative error between the quasi-static and rigorous

solutions 5 nm above a dx � dy � dz � 20 nm protrusion. The

protrusion is deposited on a surface with permittivity (a)

e1 � 2:25 and (b) e1 � 4. The illumination angle is h � 300°, and

the incident ®eld p-polarized.
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4. Conclusion

In this paper, we have formally deduced the
quasi-static approximation for the Green's tensor
associated with a two-layer medium. The deriva-
tion has been performed from a rigorous model
expressed in terms of Sommerfeld integrals.

The quasi-static model is very useful to compute
the Green's tensor because it is much more rapid,
since it is analytical and does not require the
computation of complicated Sommerfeld integrals.
The computation time of the rigorous Green's
tensor strongly depends on the source±observer
con®guration, typical values are 400 CPUs for
1000 �r; r0� pairs on an IBM RS/6000 7012-397,
160 MHz system [10]. Using the quasi-static
model, the CPU time is only 1 CPUs for the same
calculation.

The validity domain of the quasi-static ap-
proximation is solely determined by the e�ective
wavelength of radiation used and our results show
that within a 10th of this e�ective wavelength, the
agreement between the quasi-static and the rigor-
ous Green's tensors is perfect.

Moreover, with the study of a several scattering
problem, we have demonstrated that the quasi-

static approximation could be successfully used to
investigate scatterers with dimensions up to one
wavelength on low permittivity substrates.
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Appendix A

Here, we give the spectral components of the
vertical electric ®eld for a two-layer medium as
shown in Fig. 1. Di�erent cases must be distin-
guished, depending on the relative position z0=z of
the source/observer points.

A.1. Case z0 < 0

(a) For z P 0, see Eq. (6).
(b) For z06 z < 0,

GE
z�x;y;z� � 2CE

�x;y;z� exp�u1z0�

� u1 e2 cosh�u1z� ÿ u2 e1 sinh�u1z�
u1 e2 � u2 e1

� �
:

�A:1�

(c) For z < z0,

GE
z�x;y� � 2CE

�x;y� exp�u1z�

� u1 e2 sinh�u1z0� ÿ u2 e1 cosh�u1z0�
u1 e2 � u2 e1

� �
;

�A:2�

GE
zz � 2CE

z exp�u1z�

� u1 e2 cosh�u1z0� ÿ u2 e1 sinh�u1z0�
u1 e2 � u2 e1

� �
;

�A:3�

where the coe�cients CE
�x;y;z� are de®ned below Eq.

(6).

Fig. 11. Field intensity distribution computed with the quasi-

static approximation and relative error between the quasi-static

and rigorous solutions as a function of the distance z above the

scatterer. The protrusion has e � 2:25, dx � dy � dz � 20 nm

and is deposited on a surface with permittivity e1 � 2:25. The

illumination angle is h � 300°, and the incident ®eld p-polar-

ized.
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A.2. Case z0P0

(a) For z P z0,

GE
z�x;y� � ÿ2CE

�x;y� exp�ÿu2z�

� u2 e1 sinh�u2z0� � u1 e2 cosh�u2z0�
u2 e1 � u1 e2

� �
;

�A:4�

GE
zz � 2CE

z exp�ÿu2z�

� u2 e1 cosh�u2z0� � u1 e2 sinh�u2z0�
u2 e1 � u1 e2

� �
:

�A:5�

(b) For z0 > z P 0,

GE
z�x;y;z� � 2CE

�x;y;z� exp�ÿu2z0�

� u2 e1 cosh�u2z� � u1 e2 sinh�u2z�
u2 e1 � u1 e2

� �
:

�A:6�

(c) For z < 0,

~GE
z�x;y;z� � 2CE

�x;y;z�
u2 e2

u2 e1 � u1 e2

exp�u1z�

� exp�ÿu2z0�; �A:7�

where CE
x � ikx=�4pk2

2�, CE
y � iky=�4pk2

2� and CE
z �

k2
q=�4pk2

2u2�.
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